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A unique tether application for situational awareness at geosynchronous altitudes is investigated. The relative

dynamics between a small sensor platform tethered to a large host spacecraft is examined. Charging both craft to

j30j kV holds the relative dynamics fixed in the presence of gravitational and solar radiation forces. Numerical

simulations illustrate that the use of multiple tether connections increases the stiffness and allows 10 m separated

craft to yield relative shape variations less than 50 mm in translation and 5 deg in attitude. It is also shown that in

nominal plasma conditions less than 20 W of power along with only grams of propellant are required to maintain

spacecraft potentials.

Nomenclature

A = tether cross-sectional area, m2

�A�, �B� = positive definite gain matrices
As = node cross-sectional area, m2

�BI � = direction cosine matrix from inertial to body
frame

Cr = surface reflectivity
E = tether Young’s modulus, Pa
ec = elementary charge, C
Fc = Coulomb force, N
Fcc = charge control force, N
Fg = gravity force, N

FSRP = solar radiation pressure force, N
Ft = tether force, N

�I� = mass moment of inertia matrix, kgm2

Inet = charge control net current, A

i, j = node indices
k = tether number indices
ks = spring constant, N � m�1
L = tether length, m
M = total number of tethers
_m = propellant mass flow rate, kg s�1

mi = mass of node, kg
mion, melectron = ion and electron mass, kg
P = electrical power, W
PSRP = solar radiation pressure, Pa
pijk = tether k attachment point vector on node i, m
q = charge, C
R = inertial position vector, m
r = distance from center, m

Ŝi = unit vector from sun to node
Te = electron temperature, K
Tij = total tensile force between nodes i and j, N
u = attitude control torque, N � m

uion = charge control emission speed
V = potential, V
VSC = surface potential, V
x = center-to-center separation, m
�i = total body torque, N � m
�L = stretch in tether from equilibrium, m
� = Boltzmann constant, J K�1

�D = Debye length, m
� = Earth gravitational coefficient, m3 s�2

� = sphere radius, m
�i = modified Rodrigues parameter
�̂ijk = unit vector for tether k between nodes i and j
!i = angular velocity

Subscripts

C = child craft
M = mother craft

I. Introduction

T HE time and monetary investments it takes to develop and
launch a satellite to a geosynchronous orbit (GEO) prompts

manyprecautions to be taken in satellite designs and operation. There
are also risks involved with ensuring proper deployment of large
structures and components on the spacecraft once at GEO. This gives
rise to the need for a close proximity sensor for local situational
awareness. This sensing can incorporate visual confirmation of
mechanism deployment and operations as well as spacecraft and
local environment information collection.

Local inspection can be an invaluable feature when diagnosing
spacecraft performance or monitoring the surroundings for space-
craft and/or debris. However, actually conducting close proximity
situational awareness is problematic. Japan’s IKAROS (an acronym
for Interplanetary Kite-Craft Accelerated by Radiation of the Sun)
mission ejected a free-flying camera to obtain final images and
confirmation of its solar sail deployment [1]. While providing
amazing images, this ejection method allows only a single use and is
not practical for GEO because it only adds to the growing space
debris problem. Closed relative orbits can be used for situational
awareness to keep a secondary spacecraft within a certain proximity
of a primary spacecraft [2]. However, this results in the need for a
complete secondary spacecraft with all major subsystems, thus
increasing mission costs, mass and the risks for system failures.
Additionally, this does not provide a constant relative reference point
and requires significant sensing, control and propellant. These
current technologies show that there is a discontinuity between what
technology is available and what is needed for spacecraft close
proximity operations.
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Over the past decade, several novel, essentially propellantless
relative motion control concepts have been presented. These include
the use of Coulomb forces [3,4], electromagnetic and flux-pinning
formation flying [5–7] aswell as formationsmaintainedwith Lorentz
forces [8]. Of specific interest is the use of inter-spacecraft Coulomb
forces to conduct close formation relative control because of its low
power and propellant usage [3,4,9]. This work examines a new
concept, the tethered Coulomb structure (TCS), and its use for close
proximity sensing at GEO.

The TCS concept provides a means of creating semirigid
structures in space using Coulomb forces and spacecraft inter-
connected with fine, low mass tethers [10,11]. Using continuous
charge emission the spacecraft nodes are charged to kilovolt
potentials and repelled, holding the tethers in tension. A benefit of the
TCS system is that the interconnecting tethers restrict relative
translational and rotational motions, providing a continuous close
proximity platform that can be used for situational awareness. A key
advantage of a TCS is that it would have long-termmission capability
because, it only requires watt levels of power and low propellant
mass [10]. A benefit of a TCS system over free-flying Coulomb
formations is that a TCS does not require precise charge levels to
maintain relative positions due to its shape being constrained by the
tethers. Spacecraft charge levels must only be maintained above a
certain threshold forwhich theTCS systemwould be robust to orbital
perturbations such as differential gravity and solar radiation pressure
(SRP). Additionally, relative attitude control between spacecraft
nodes is negligible when the Coulomb and tensile forces are in
equilibrium.

Using a TCS system does however have its limitations. Space
plasma reduces the Coulomb force between spacecraft nodesmaking
it challenging to implement in low Earth orbit. The plasma is char-
acterized by the Debye length (�D) which at GEO is large providing
minimal force shielding. Three representative, single Maxwellian,
GEO plasma conditions (quiet, nominal, and disturbed) are used to
define the extreme bounds and nominal operating regimes a TCS
spacecraft will encounter on orbit. The properties of these plasmas
are defined in a previous publication by the authors [12]. Of impor-
tance here is the corresponding Debye lengths which are directly
used in the force modeling equations. The three representative GEO
plasma Debye lengths are the following: quiet, �D � 4 m; nominal,
�D � 200 m; and disturbed, �D � 743 m. The quiet plasma (�D�
4 m) bounds the “worst-case” conditions at GEO and are only
characteristic of extreme times. Nominal plasma conditions are
a closer representation of the typical operating conditions at
GEO, while a disturbed environment is the lower limit of power
requirements and force shielding.

While a TCS has many mission potentials the one application
analyzed here is the ability to provide a local and small sensor
platform to a geosynchronous satellite. Here one large spacecraft (the
mother) has a smaller spacecraft (the child) tethered to it as illustrated
in Fig. 1. Both craft are spherical and feature an outer conducting
surface for charge distribution. This mother–child (MC) application
of a TCS can provide a unique vantage point for on-orbit inspection
of the mother craft, rendezvous, docking and refueling operations

and space environmentmeasurements. The key advantage that a TCS
can provide for situational awareness atGEO is that it can hold a child
spacecraft at a relativelyfixed position and attitudewith respect to the
mother craft withminimal sensing, control and propulsion needs. It is
expected that the child craft is a small, low mass craft with only
minimal or essential hardware.

The intent of this paper is to explore this specific application of the
TCS concept. This involves quantifying the plausible MC operating
configurations and the resulting dynamics and power requirements
to maintain potential. Previous research on the TCS concept
investigates relative motion without nodal rotation [10] as well as
simplified two-dimensional translational and rotationalmotion about
one axis [11]. A full three-dimensional study is conducted for two
identical TCS nodes [12], but does not simulate naturally unstable
on-orbit configurations or largemass ratios. This study expands upon
these previous research endeavors by simulating two nonidentical
(size or mass) TCS nodes (mother and child) in naturally unstable
orbit configurations.

This paper features spacecraft that are modeled as spherical
conductive shells. Using conductive spheres results in an even charge
distribution and produces line of sight Coulomb force between
sphere centers to isolate dynamic responses. There are challenges to
be investigated and overcome to use charged craft and achieve the
concept of Coulomb formation flight. These challenges include
differential charging of insulator materials and discharging, the
associated electromagnetic interferences and possible issues with
communications, and maintaining an unbiased sensing platform in
the presence of a charged spacecraft. One method of achieving an
outer conductive surface, on nonmetallic objects, and prevent
differential charging is being investigated with transparent coatings
such as indium tin oxide [13]. The concerns associated with the full
technical implementation are beyond the scope of study of this paper.

The objectives of this work and an outline of this paper is as
follows. Of interest is the extent of relative rotation and translation
between the mother and child craft. The influential forces and
equations of motion for a TCS are presented along with the
parameters of the MC baseline application. Numerical simulation
results are presented to show plausible MC operating regimes and
resulting dynamics. The effects of spacecraft potential on required
power and dynamics is studied.An overviewof current technological
means of charging spacecraft is given along with estimates on the
propellant mass needed to maintain MC operational potentials in a
plasma. Lastly, the mass of the child craft is investigated to quantify
its effects on the MC relative dynamics.

II. Equations of Motion

This section develops the Coulomb force between the charged
mother and child craft in a plasma and presents the resulting
translational and rotational equations of motion for this TCS
application.

A. Electrostatic Force Modeling

ACoulomb force is generated from the electrostatic interaction of
two charged bodies. Consider the isolated mother that is a finite
sphere of radius �M. It is in a plasma and holding a surface potential
VM so the surrounding potential field can be represented by the
Debye–Hückel equation [14,15]:

V�x� � VM�M
x

e��x��M�=�D (1)

Here x is the separation distance to the center of the sphere. This
equation is only valid if a small spacecraft potential compared to the
local plasma thermal energy is assumed (ecV � �Te), where ec �
1:602176 	 10�19 C is the elementary charge, �� 1:38065 	
10�23 J � K�1 is the Boltzmann constant andTe is the plasma electron
temperature in Kelvin. In a nominal GEO plasma the (ecV � �Te)
condition is no longer true if the spacecraft charges to >1–10 kV
potentials. The Debye–Hückel equation is derived from neglecting
the higher order terms of Poisson’s partial differential equationwhichFig. 1 Illustration of tethered MC spacecraft application.
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results in less plasma shielding of the electrostatic fields, and
represents a conservative estimate [16]. The benefit of using Eq. (1) is
that it allows for simplified analysis, and faster numerical simulations
because the full Poisson–Vlasov equations do not need to be solved.
Solving the full Poisson–Vlasov equations requires solving complex
partial differential field equations and is not used here over the
conservative analytic approximation. For the nominal 200 m Debye
length plasma the accuracy of the Debye–Hückel approximation is
within 5% of a numerically computed value.

Equation (1) is differentiated to obtain the electric field (E field) of
the isolated sphere and rearranged to obtain the relationship between
charge and potential in a plasma:

VM �
qMkc
�M

�
�D

�M 
 �D

�
(2)

If this plasma has minimal interaction (�M � �D) this charge on
the isolated sphere reduces to the classical vacuum formulation
(V � qkc=�) as required. If a second charge qC (child) is placed at a
distance r in the E field of the mother the resulting Coulomb force,
which is also a conservative estimate [16] is computed using [12]

jFcj � kc
qMqC
r2

e���r��M��=�D
�
1
 r

�D

�
(3)

where kc � 8:99 	 109 N �m2 � C�2 is the vacuum Coulomb
constant. To account for the influence of charged finite spheres in
close proximity in this Coulomb force equation it is necessary to
compute the combined capacitance of the system. This is achieved by
using the potential of the mother [Eq. (2)] and including the potential
of the child craft [17,18], at a distance r, using the child equivalents of
Eqs. (1) and (2) giving the relationship of the MC system:

VM �
qMkc
�M

�
�D

�M 
 �D

�

 kcqC

r

�
�D

�C 
 �D

�
e��r��C�=�D (4)

where �C is the radius of the child. Similarly, there is an equivalent
potential equation for the child and combined we obtain a system of
linear equations:

VM
VC

� �
� kc

1
�M

�
�D

�M
�d

�
1
r
e
��r��C �
�D

�
�D

�C
�D

�
1
r
e
��r��M �
�D

�
�D

�M
�D

�
1
�C

�
�D

�C
�D

�
2
4

3
5 qM

qC

� �
(5)

The simulations for this study specify a constant and equivalent
potential VM � VC for the spacecraft, which is a nominal TCS
application characteristic. Using this desired potential, Eq. (5) is
inverted to solve for the resulting charges which are used to compute
the repulsive Coulomb force using Eq. (3). With fixed surface
potentials, this combined capacitance has a significant influence on
the effective charge of each sphere, when the center-to-center sepa-
ration is low relative to the sphere radii (separations less than approx-
imately 10 sphere radii, (r < 10�). Uneven charge distribution on the
conducting spacecraft surfaces is not considered in this analysis as it
is only significant for very close separations (r < 3�). The interaction
of a charged craft with the geomagnetic field, and the resulting
Lorentz force, is not included in this analysis as the craft are in GEO
with zero relative velocity to the field.

B. TCS Forces

The numerical simulation of this study computes the translational
and rotational motion of TCS nodes. The only forces assumed to be
acting on a TCS at GEO are Coulomb, tensile, gravity, and SRP.

The tethers are modeled as a proportional spring with nonlinear
end displacements. This allows for general tether stretching due to
arbitrary node translation and/or rotation. The magnitude of the
tensile force from a single tether is given by

jFsj �
�
ks�L �L > 0;
0 �L � 0

(6)

where ks is the proportional spring constant and �L is the stretch in
the tether. The spring constant is computed from the tether properties
using the relationship (ks � EA=L) where E, A and L are Young’s
modulus, tether cross-sectional area and the nominal tether length,
respectively. For this work E and A are assumed to be 271 	 109 Pa
and 5:29 	 10�10 m2, respectively. These parameters are represen-
tative of the fine, low mass tether materials currently being
considered for a TCS.

If the MC system features only a single connecting tether, Eq. (6)
gives the total tether force on each node. However, the algorithm is
capable of simulating multiple tethers between each node. The tether
length increase of tether k between nodes i and j is defined by �Lijk.
Therefore, the resulting tensile force acting on node i from the tether
(s) connected to node j is

T ij � ks
XM
k�1

�Lijk�̂ijk (7)

whereM is the number of tethers between nodes i and j and �ij is the
vector defining the kth tether’s connection between node i to j.

A two-body gravity model is simulated for the TCS operating at
GEO with a force:

jFgj �
�mi

jRij2
R̂i (8)

where �� 3:986 	 1014 m3 �s�2 is the gravitational coefficient for
Earth,mi is the spacecraft node mass andRi is the inertial position of
node i.

The SRP force at 1 AU is simulated using

F SRPi � PSRPCrAsŜi (9)

wherePSRP,Cr, andAs are the SRP, surface reflectivity and the cross-

sectional area of the spacecraft, respectively and Ŝi is the unit vector
from the sun to node i.

C. Translational Equations of Motion

All four forces simulated at GEO (Coulomb, tensile, gravity and
SRP) are included in the translational equations of motion of a TCS
node:

�Ri ��
�

jRij2
R̂i 
 PSRPCrAsŜi 


Tij
mi



kcqiqj��r̂ij�

mir
2
ij

e���r12����=�D
�
1


rij
�D

�
; i ≠ j (10)

D. Rotational Equations of Motion

It is assumed that the only torque driving the rotational motion of a
TCS node is from the tether forces. Differential gravity and SRP
induced torques can be ignored because the spacecraft are spherical
and have symmetric mass moments of inertia. With even charge
distribution on the conducting spheres the Coulomb forces act on the
center of each node producing no torque. Previous studies looked at
varying the symmetric mass moment of inertia on nodal dynamics
[12]. A mass moment of inertia of a solid sphere is used in this study
to isolate the dynamics of the coupled system without further
complication. The attitude of each spacecraft node is dependent on
the torque from each tether:

B�i �
XM
k�1
�Bpijk 	 �BI �IiTijk�; i ≠ j (11)

where pijk is the body fixed vector that defines the location of the kth
tether attachment point on node i that connects to node j and �BI �i is
the direction cosine matrix of the attitude of node i relative to the
inertial frame. The angular acceleration of each node is defined in the
body frame with Euler’s rotational equations of motion [2]:
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�I�i _!i ��!i 	 ��I�i!i� 
 �i (12)

The attitude of each node is represented with the modified
Rodrigues parameters (MRP) which are integrated using the
differential kinematic equation:

_� i �
1

4
��1 � �2i ��I3	3�i 
 2� ~��i 
 2�i�

T
i �!i (13)

The MRP set will go singular with a rotation of �360 deg. To
ensure a nonsingular description, theMRP description is switched to
the shadow set whenever j�j> 1 [2].

III. Mother–Child Configuration

This section outlines the parameters of a baseline two node, MC
configuration used for simulations and presents both natural and
controlled dynamics of this TCS application. The trivial set up for
this MC configuration is to have the two craft in a orbit radial
alignment. Under differential gravity, this set up would maintain a
taut tether and constant shape without charge, but would be less
robust to perturbations. Charging the spacecraft allows for additional
orbit configurations and reduces relative translation and rotation
motions. This section uses numerical simulations to examine the
requirements of a TCS to hold a child craftfixed relative to themother
in an arbitrary orbit configuration. Unless otherwise stated, the
mother and child are modeled as spheres with masses and radii of
2000 kg, 2 m, 50 kg, and 0.5 m, respectively. All other baseline
simulation parameters are listed in Table 1. Additionally, the
spacecraft system begins each simulation with an inertial rotation
rate equal to that of the orbit frame (360 deg per day).

A. Tethered Structure vs TCS

A configuration of more interest than an orbit radial alignment, is
when the child is placed at an arbitrary position relative to themother
craft. One such example would be placing the child craft where it
would have positive radial and along track components relative to the
mother craft. Figure 2 graphically shows time elapsed snapshots of a
tethered structure (TS) and TCS for this baseline two node system
with system parameters given in Table 1. From Fig. 2 it can be seen
that for a TS (left) the relative position and attitude of the two craft
varies over an orbit from an initial stationary relative separation and
attitude. The tether is mostly slack and after only 5 hs there is a
significant relative rotation between the child and mother. The TCS
(right) however, maintains a reasonably fixed relative position and
rotation between the two craft. Figure 3 shows numerically the small
relative position and rotation difference between the mother and
child craft in this simulation. The relative attitude here and in all
subsequent simulations is calculated as the Euler principal rotation
about the principal axis. The reason for the small relative motion
deviations is that the tether between the two craft remains almost
always in tension throughout the orbit. The constant tension restricts
the variations in relative distance and rotation to less than 4 mm and
1 deg, respectively. Thus, this shows a single-tether TCS can be used
to hold a child craft relatively fixed in relation to a mother spacecraft.
These results are also typical if the child craft has an out of plane
position, relative to the mother craft.

B. Fixed Mother Craft

Figure 3 shows that the relative positions and rotations between a
mother and child TCS can be kept nearly constant for arbitrary initial
orbit alignment. However, the system as a whole does undergo
rotation relative to the orbit frame. This contradicts a common GEO
attitude requirement to remain fixed relative to the orbit frame. This
can be addressed by implementing a simple and stable attitude
control solution to fix the mothers pointing in the orbit frame using

u ���A�� � �B�! (14)

where �A� and �B� are positive definite gain matrices [2]. Including
this control in themother’s rotational equations of motion of Eq. (12)
gives

Fig. 2 Comparison of MC relative motions with and without Coulomb

repulsion.

Table 1 MC baseline simulation parameters

Parameter Value

Nodal surface potential 30 (kV)
Center-to-center separation 7 (m)
Mass moment of inertia Solid sphere
Tether spring constant 35:8398 �N �m�1�
Debye length �d 200 (m)
SRP at 1 AU Psrp 4:56 	 10�6 �N �m�2�
Surface reflectivity Cr 1
Simulation duration 24 h

Fig. 3 TCS MC relative position and rotation from orbital

perturbation.
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�I�M _!M ��!M 	 ��I�M!M� 
 �M 
 u (15)

This control torque, u, is assumed to be applied by an internal
momentum wheel system on the mother craft. Figure 4 shows the
relative numerical results for a MC configuration implementing the
control of Eq. (14). In this scenario themother craft orientation is held
fixed, while the tethered child spacecraft is free to translate and rotate
due to the differential gravity, SRP, Coulomb and tether forces. Of
interest is themagnitude of the relative childmotions in this scenario.
The parameters for this simulation are given in Table 1 and the
control is implemented at 1 Hz with gains of 100. These gains are
chosen based on predicted performance to hold themother craft fixed
in the orbit frame. This control torque is implemented in all future
simulations.

From Fig. 4a it can be seen that the child craft relative position
initially moves in the positive radial and negative along track
directions, which is expected for a craft with an initially larger orbit.
However, this motion is restricted by the tether and causes
oscillations less than 80mm in each direction. The top plot in Fig. 4b
shows the relative rotation between the child and mother craft, while
the bottom plot illustrates the rotation of the mother craft relative to
the orbit frame. From the figure it can be seen that this simple control
holds the mother aligned with the orbit frame and subsequently the
child orientation is heldwithin 1 deg of themother. As expected, with
the controlledmother attitude case the relative translational motion is
largermagnitude thanwith the uncontrolledmother attitude scenario.
However this relative motion is still small at less than 80 mm at these
charge levels. These results define the baseline constrained relative
motions for the MC TCS setup. It is now beneficial to examine the
effect of deviations in separation distances from this baseline MC
configuration on the relative motion.

C. Relative Dynamics due to Separation Distance Variations

The distance between the mother and child craft determines what
operations the child can perform, as well as what field of view the
child has of the mother. The larger the separation distance between
the two, the greater field of view the child has of the mother and
surroundings for inspections and situational awareness. Of interest in
this study is the effect of varying separation distance on the relative
motions of the MC nodes. To obtain the most complex relative
dynamics the child craft is initially positionedwith equal proportions
in the mother’s local radial, along and cross track directions.

In addition to varying the separation distances, additional tethers
between the spacecraft nodes are implemented to examine enhanced
relative motion constraints. An investigation into enhancing
rotational stiffness with additional tethers in shown in [12]. It is
demonstrated that a tether connection angle of 45 deg (angle at sphere
center between tether connection point and vector to second sphere)
is a suitable compromise between increased stiffness and rotational
margin from wrap-up. A tether connection angle of 45 deg is
therefore used in this analysis.

Figure 5 shows themaximum relative rotation between themother
and child, maximum variation in separation distance and required
control torques for various MC separation distances. These results
serve as a measure of the stiffness of a MC TCS. All three plots in
Fig. 5 show that increasing separation distance increases the
maximum relative rotation, the maximum separation from
equilibrium and the required torque. The required torque is the
total net sum for an entire 24 h orbit and Fig. 5c shows that the amount
required is well within what is feasible with current momentum
wheel systems on a GEO spacecraft.

Figures 5a and 5b show that increasing the tether number reduces
rotations and variations in separation distance of theMCTCS. Using
a triple tether configuration can reduce themaximum relative rotation
by up to 60% (at a 15 m separation). Figure 5a demonstrates that
separation distances upwards of 10 m can still provide reasonable
relative rotations of about five degrees for this scenariowith the child
in the radial, along and cross track directions. Additionally, the
results of Fig. 5b show that there will only be centimeter level
variations in separation distance between the two craft.

IV. MC Power Requirements and Potential
Considerations

The previous section shows that constrained relative motion
between a mother and child can be achieved for an arbitrary orbit
orientation. However, in addition to the implemented control torque,
it is also required that the spacecraft maintain elevated potentials for
all time. While there are technological challenges to overcome to
maintain long-term kilovolt potentials, this fundamental study gives
a measure of the plasma and spacecraft interaction. It estimates the
resulting power needs tomaintain a TCS at desired potentials inGEO
space plasma conditions. Additionally, the effects of the spacecraft
polarity on the required power is examined for various potentials.
Lastly, the net result of varying the spacecraft potential on the relative
dynamics of the MC TCS is investigated.

A. Coulomb Power Requirements

The net power required for a charged spacecraft tomaintain a fixed
potential in a plasma is directly proportional to the spacecraft
potential and the net current from the plasma. This is representedwith
P� VscInet, where Vsc is the spacecraft potential relative to the
plasma and Inet is the net plasma current. It is assumed in this analysis
that the charge emission current has sufficient energy to escape the
charge of the craft. Additionally, for the purposes of this calculation
local plasma alterations and sheath effects, such as seen on the high
intentional charging of Space Power Experiment Aboard Rockets
(SPEAR 1) [19,20], are omitted.

The plasma is modeled as two populations (electrons and protons)
with single-Maxwellian distributions. A spacecraft at GEO is
stationary relative to the plasma (no ram currents) and the two
primary current contributions are from electron and ion bombard-

a) Relative change in position b) Child/Mother & Mother/orbit relative attitudes

Fig. 4 TCS MC relative position and rotation with mother attitude control.
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ment. The net plasma current is developed for both positive and
negatively charged spacecraft in [12] using the Boltzmann factor
representation and exponential repulsion and Mott–Smith and
Langmuir attraction [21,22]. The net plasma current also includes a
third contribution, the photoelectron current on sun-lit surfaces. For
this particular study only sun-lit conditions are analyzed for power
requirements as a spacecraft at GEO may be in eclipse for only
minutes at a time in a 24 h orbit. However, during these minimal
eclipse periods is when the spacecraft can naturally and safely charge
to kilovolt potentials. A charge feature that can be used by the TCS
concept.

The combined power required to equally charge both the 2 m
radius mother and 0.5 m radius child for each of the plasma
conditions is shown in Fig. 6. The range of spacecraft potentials used
in this analysis is�30 to 30 kV, a reasonable range that is anticipated
for TCS operations. The total power required of the MC system in a
nominal plasma (�d � 200 m) is 8.2 W for �30 kV and 17.2 W for
30 kV. This is a realistic power consumption for a large GEO
spacecraft. In the worst-case and rarely experienced quiet plasma
(�d � 4 m) the power required by the system to maintain�30 kV is
181 W, and to achieve 30 kV requires 7439 W.

These power estimates are independent of the separation distances
of the spacecraft. A consideration for the system is whether the

mother features a single charge control device that charges both itself
as well as the child through a conductive tether. An alternative is
to have a charge control device on each craft that operates
independently. Considering the eclipse operating environment, the
craft have an equivalent power requirement during positive charging
as this is independent of the photoelectron current. During negative
charging, the net plasma current is lower and hence the power
requirements are lower than this sun-lit case.

B. Potential Effects on Dynamics

In addition to its effects on power consumption, potential of the
spacecraft also affects the dynamics of the MC configuration. The
results of the previous section shows that lower potentials require less
power, however a compromise is sought that also provides suitable
constraints on theMC relative dynamics. Simulations are run to show
the effects that various spacecraft potentials have on the MC
dynamics. However, unlike the previous power consumption
analysis, the polarity of the spacecraft does not alter the repulsion
force between the two spacecraft so only positive potentials are
considered. For these simulations there is an identical potential on
each craft, but in practice different potentials on each craft could be
used to simplify the design of either craft. Again, a worst-case orbit
configuration with the child in all three orbit directions is used. All
other parameters are listed in Table 1.

Figure 7 shows the maximum relative rotations and maximum
variation in separation distance as a function ofMCpotential. Similar
to the distance variation, Figs. 7a and 7b show that additional tethers
decreases the maximum relative rotations and separation variations.
Additionally, these figures show that increasing potentials also
decreases these relative quantities. However, increasing the potential
beyond 30 kV provides little improved performance, thus 30 kV can
be considered a nominal maximum potential for this baseline TCS
application. This magnitude of potential is also technically
achievable. Potentials lower than 30 kV could be used to decrease
power consumption but system stiffness decreases nonlinearly with
potential. Lastly, simulation results indicate that spacecraft potential
has negligible effect on the required attitude control torque and is
consequently not shown. This is anticipated as the Coulomb inflation
force is line of sight with no moment arm and therefore minimal
variation on the required mother control torque.
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C. Positive and Negative Charging Considerations

The previous sections show that increasing charge (Coulomb
force) reduces TCS relativemotions and that the power requirements
are dependent on the polarity andmagnitude of the craft potential. An
additional consideration for both power consumption and Coulomb
force is the size of the spacecraft nodes. Larger nodes generate a
greater Coulomb repulsive force (for a given potential level) while
also requiring a larger power requirement due to a larger surface area
being bombarded by the plasma. Analyzed here is the force
generation and power requirements of the baseline MC system in
comparison to a equal radii, two sphere system.

The Coulomb force generated between the two spherical TCS
nodes of potential Vsc is computed using the force of Eq. (3) with
shielding from the nominal plasma (�d � 200 m). The total power
required is also computed in this nominal plasma in sunlight
(photoelectrons included). Both the force and power is shown on a
common axis as a function of spacecraft potential in Fig. 8. The MC
power and force is directly compared to a two node system of equal
radii of three different values. In this figure the solid lines represent
the required power, the dashed lines are the Coulomb force
generated. This is computed in a nominal plasma (�D � 200 m) with
a center-to-center separation of 7 m.

Both the force and power are a function of f�r2�, hence at a given
potential the proportional increase between each radial line is
equivalent. Ultimately, there is no optimal radii, TCS nodal size
should be selected based on total power limitations, mass and size
constraints or minimum force required for a given potential.

The Coulomb force is a function Fc � f�V2
sc� which dictates the

shape of the curves, and is equivalentmagnitude for both positive and
negative potentials. The power required during positive charging is
also a functionP�Vsc > 0�  f�V2

sc� and hence has a similar profile to
the force. However during negative charging in this nominal plasma,
the dominant current is the constant photoelectrons and the resulting
power is a function P�Vsc < 0�  f�Vsc�. The result is that for
negative charging lower power is required to achieve the equivalent
force at a given potential.

To demonstrate the relationship between force and power, Fig. 9
shows the ratio Fc=P for the MC baseline setup. A large ratio value
indicates more force is obtained per power required. This figure

shows that for positive charging the ratio is constant. Figure 9 also
shows that it is more advantageous to use negative charge, as an
equivalent force can be generated for less power than the same
positive charge.

V. MC Propellant Mass Estimates

Another consideration for implementing a Coulomb repelled
tethered child on a GEO spacecraft is the amount of additional mass.
Analyzed here is the mass of charge control devices currently
available and an estimate of the propellant mass required to maintain
the desired surface potentials in the three representative plasma
conditions (quiet, nominal, disturbed). Similar to the power analysis,
the polarity of the spacecraft potentials is a factor in the propellant
mass required and is investigated here. Propellant mass is calculated
for the baseline MC system with 2 and 0.5 m radius spheres,
respectively, operating in sunlit conditions.

A. Charging Hardware

Charging of spacecraft in a space plasma is a natural process that
can be regulated or enhanced for TCS purposes using a charge
emission device. Previously, Figs. 6 and 8 demonstrated that from a
power perspective it is more advantageous to charge to negative
potentials. Another consideration is the technology required for
charge control. The technology for electron emission (positive
charging) is less complex and electrons are freely available from
solar energy. Alternatively, for negative charging, two primary
charge control techniques that are space proven are the hollow
cathodes that emit noble gas ions and field emission usingmetal ions.
A brief overview of these charge emission devices currently used or
available for space missions is given. It is envisioned that Coulomb
formations and TSs will implement technology based on this space
heritage hardware. Charging to kilovolt level potentials intentionally
is a challenging task and while there is technology available, further
advancements are necessary for the TCS concept to be fully realized.

Hollow cathode emission accelerates gaseous ions typically of
argon, krypton, or xenon that are stored in tanks up to 1000 psi [23].
SCATHA is a spacecraft that used both an electron gun and a xenon
ion beam for charging [24]. ProSEDS was intended for launch in
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2003 with 245 g of xenon for charge control. With a maximum
emission current of 10 A at 200 �g=s, the system used 30 W, had a
mass of 6 kg and dimensions of 20 	 30 	 13 cm [25].

The alternate charge control device used in space is field
evaporation with metal ions. The cluster spacecraft emit Indium ions
from a liquid source to maintain zero potential relative to the plasma.
The emission current is 10–15 �A from an instrument that consumes
less than 2.7 W and has a mass of 1.85 kg [22,26]. Similarly, the
Geotail spacecraft uses two Indium ion emission devices of 1.8 kg,
measuring 19 	 16 	 17 cm, with a current of 15 �A.

This gives an indication of the use of charge control devices in
space but of importance here is the quantification of themass, volume
and power requirements of devices that could similarly be
implemented on the MC TCS system.

B. Propellant Mass Flow Rates

For a TCS to maintain a fixed potential in a plasma, a charge
control current is required to offset the net plasma current. The
propellant massflow rate of this charge control current is determined.
As the mass flow requirements are based on charge emission current
calculations shown previously, the same assumptions are used with
regard to sufficient current energy and ignoring locally generated
plasma plumes. To charge to negative potentials positive ions from an
on board propellant source are emitted. For this study the mass flow
rate, during negative charging, is computed using xenon gas ions
(Xe
). For charge control emission it is most advantageous to use the
lowestmass particles (ideallyH
 ions), however xenon is used as it is
a common hollow cathode propellant and it results in the largest
(worst-case) mass flow rate, with a higher ion mass than Indium (a
common field emission propellant) [22,27]. The mass flow rate,
during negative charging, is computed using [3]

_m� jInetjmion

ec
(16)

where mion is the mass of the emitted ion species assuming it has a
single charge. For positive charging, mion is replaced with melectron,
the mass of an electron, which is five orders of magnitude less than
xenon gas ions. An advantage of using electrons is that they are
essentially free propellant as they can be obtained on-orbit from solar
energy. The instantaneous mass flow rate is directly proportional to
the net plasma current and consequently power requirements and is
computed for each plasma in a similar manner to Fig. 6. Table 2 lists
the combined MC maximum mass flow rates for each of the plasma
conditions. The maximum rates correspond to the extremes of the
analyzed spacecraft potentials of�30 kV.

The maximum required mass flow rate occurs during the worst
case, quiet plasma conditions (�d � 4 m) as the net plasma current to
the craft is at its highest level then. In a nominal plasma (�d � 200 m)
mass flow rates are reduced by at least an order of magnitude. The
mass flow rates are orders of magnitudes lower for positive charging
as low mass electrons are emitted. The currents here are still higher,
so a higher electrical power is required compared to the negative
charging.

The highest expectedmass flow rate for this combinedMC system
are below 8 �g=s for all expected plasma conditions. The current
spacecraft charge control technology can produce mass flow rates as
high as 0.1 A at 100 �g=s and 10 A at 200 �g=s [25,28], indicating
this is an achievable target with current technology. Also, the mass
flow rate analysis conducted here does not account for any
inefficiencies in the charge control device. In addition, the charge
control accuracy for a TCS node system is not important, rather that

the overall charge is significant to maintain tether tension and
overcome external disturbances. For this reason, a higher mass flow
rate increases the nodal charge and ultimately adds stiffness to the
MC system.

C. Total Propellant Mass Comparison

For this MC TCS application example it is beneficial to estimate
the total propellant mass required by the charge control system. The
example used is the baseline MC system with spheres of 2 and 0.5 m
radii. The nodes are operating in an orbit normal configuration at
GEOwith a desired center-to-center separation of 7m.With amother
mass of 2000 kg and a child mass of 50 kg the differential gravity
force compressing the craft has a magnitude of 74:4 �N. In this
naturally compressive orbit scenario, the repulsive Coulomb force
maintains a taut tether and desired situational awareness separation.
To achieve this force in a nominal plasma requires the nodes to be
charged to j12:2j kV. An advantage of the TCS concept here is that
there is no need for sophisticated sensing and control. In addition
there are no plume impingement concerns such as encountered if this
scenario were implemented with free-flying craft with traditional
chemical thrusters.

For the TCS system the total propellant mass is computed for both
negative charging through emission of xenon ions (Xe
) and positive
charging with electron (e�) emission using the mass flow rates of
Table 2. The charge emission is used to apply continuous thrust to
oppose the differential gravity force, maintaining the 7 m separation
for 10 years. The propellant mass flow rate is computed for a nominal
plasma (�d � 200 m) in sunlit conditions.

The total propellant mass requirements are extremely low for a
Coulomb system. If operating in a nominal GEO plasma
environment, the TCS system requires 122.4 g of xenon propellant
for positive charging. For electrons the propellant requirement is only
0.0014 g. These propellant masses increase when considering
inefficiencies of the system and variable plasma environments.

Another important consideration is the inert mass requirements of
the charge control system. The charge control device inert mass is
estimated to be low, in the low kg range, which matches well with
current charge control technology as shown in the earlier charge
control hardware section. As an example, charge control devices for
current space missions have masses ranging from 19 kg on ATS-6
[29] through to the more recent Cluster devices weighing only
1.85 kg each [22,26]. These are devices that could be feasibly
implemented on the mother and child craft.

VI. Child Mass Effects

As previously mentioned charge control can be conducted on both
the mother and the child or only on one craft that transfers charge via
the interconnecting tether. If charge control is conducted on the child
craft, charging hardware and propellant requirements will impact the
size and mass of the child spacecraft. However, with charge control
mass requirements low the mass of the child craft will most likely be
driven by what instruments it requires for operations. Analyzed here
is the effect of various child masses on the relative dynamics of the
baselineMCconfiguration. For launch purposes,minimal childmass
is desirable, but at lower child masses the force induced from the
charge control propellant emissionmay not be negligible. Because of
this, a comparison of charge control emission force relative to the
inflation Coulomb force is presented.

A. Relative Dynamics

Analyzed here is the effects of various masses on the relative
dynamics of the MC TCS. Figure 10 shows the maximum relative
rotations, maximum variation in separation distances and required
control torques for various child masses. The results in Fig. 10 show
that a lower mass child reduces the relative dynamics and required
control torque of the mother. Figures 10a and 10b show that
additional tethers provide increased stiffness of aMCTCS.However,
similar to previous sections, multiple tethers have no effect on the
required mother attitude control.

Table 2 Combined maximum mass flow rate (�g � s�1) for each
plasma at a given spacecraft potential

Spacecraft
potential

Quiet
(�D � 4 m)

Nominal
(�D � 200 m)

Disturbed
(�D � 743 m)

�30 kV 8.24 0.42 0.37

30 kV 0.0014 1:0 	 10�5 3:3 	 10�6
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B. Charge Emission Force and Node Accelerations

The charge current required tomaintain a fixed potential is emitted
under electrostatic acceleration. The emission current, while low
magnitude, results in a net momentum exchange and consequently a
force on the TCS nodes that feature charge control. In earlier studies
this force is shown to be negligible for the free-flying charged
spacecraft where Debye lengths are assumed to be at least 80 m or
larger [3]. However, these Debye length values are not sufficiently
conservative, hence the use of the worst case plasma conditions of
this study (�d � 4 m). In addition, if a charge control device is
implemented on the low mass child spacecraft it may experience
relatively large accelerations due to the charge emission force. The
charge-thrust force is computed for each of the plasma conditions and
compared to the magnitude of the Coulomb force produced for the
baselineMCsystem.The force on a node from the emission current is
computed using [30]

Fcc � _muion (17)

where uion is the emission speed of the ions. During positive
charging, low mass electrons are emitted. The mass flow rate is
computed using Eq. (16) and the emitted ion species is assumed to be
xenon here. The emission speed is proportional to the spacecraft
potential Vsc and is calculated using electrostatic repulsion [30]:

uion �
��������������
2ecVsc

mion

s
(18)

Combining Eqs. (16–18) the net charge control force is computed
with

Fcc � Inet

������������������
2mionVsc

ec

s
(19)

The magnitude of the charge emission force is compared as a ratio
of the Coulomb force and shown in Fig. 11. This total emission force
is computed for both the mother and child combined in each of the
three representative plasmas. The lower shaded region indicates
where the charge emission force is greater than the Coulomb force at
that potential.

It is desirable to have a large ratio between these forces given that
the Coulomb force is our inflationary actuator and the charge
emission force is seen as a potential disturbance on the system. For
positive charging the emission of lowmass electrons gives a suitably
large ratio (>10 for the worst case plasma). However due to the
higher momentum transfer of the xenon ions during negative
charging the ratio between the forces is reduced. In the worst case
plasma the forces are very similar magnitude. In the nominal
and disturbed plasmas the charge emission force is approximately
an order of magnitude less than the minimum Coulomb inflation
force.

This study indicates that consideration for the placement and
direction of the charge control device on the nodes should bemade. If
a single charge control device on the mother is used to charge the
system, the emission force can be close or even greater than the
Coulomb force magnitudes during negative charging and worst-case
plasma conditions. With appropriate placement and the use of
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Fig. 12 Illustration of bidirectional charge emission on a tethered

spacecraft node.
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multiple emitters the emission force can be directed to create zero net
force on the node and not interfere with Coulomb inflation forces. A
conceptual example of a charged node with zero net force charge
emission plumes is shown in Fig. 12. In addition, correct placement
of the charge device on the mother or child could be used as
an additional torque source to assist in controlling external
perturbations such as gravity gradients.

VII. Conclusions

This paper analyzes the use of a tethered Coulomb structure
(TCS) for situational awareness of a geosynchronous satellite by
tethering a small child craft to a large mother craft. This study
demonstrates that themother–child (MC)TCSapplication provides a
close proximity fixed sensor platform and is feasible for achievable
charge and propellant mass requirements. By implementing a
simple attitude control law on the mother craft, the formation can
hold its orientation fixed relative to the orbit frame with minimal
relative translation and rotation between the mother and the child.
Using multiple tethers between the craft allows for separation
distance of upwards of 10 m with relative rotations less than
5 deg.

Examination of the power required tomaintainfixed potentials (up
to�30 kV) shows that under nominal spaceweather conditions only
watt levels of power are required. Variation of the spacecraft radius
and polarity shows that larger radii craft and positive polarity
charging requires more power. Additionally, simulations show that
system stiffness increases rapidly with increasing potential until it
plateaus around 30 kV.

Propellant mass requirements for the MC concept are directly
related to the polarity of spacecraft charging. Negative charging
requires several orders of magnitude larger propellant mass than
positive charging because of the mass variation between electrons
and ions. However, charging to negative potentials only requires
122.4 g of propellant for an example ten year mission, which is very
comparable to other electric propulsion methods.

Lastly, this study examines various child masses and shows that
lower mass improves the stiffness of the system by reducing relative
translations, rotation, and required torque. However, lower child
masses could result in nonnegligible accelerations being imposed on
the child by the charging device. Even so, this acceleration could be
harnessed and used to provide more system rigidity with intelligent
spacecraft design.
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